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APPLICATION OF BEST PRACTICES

Inclusive Language Matters: Recommendations for Health Care Providers to Address Implicit Bias and Equitable Health Care

Crystal Herron, PhD, ELS

Redwood Ink, Mill Valley, CA

Problem Statement: Stigmatizing language—written and verbal—can fuel implicit bias among health care professionals, leading to unintentional negative effects in how they care for patients. To provide equitable care, health care professionals and systems must become aware of the language they use and learn to replace biased language with inclusive language.

Background: The medical field strives to treat all patients equally, yet disparities in health care persist. These disparities are, in part, to implicit bias that affects how health care professionals and systems care for patients. Although reports recommend developing education programs that address implicit bias, these programs fail to address an important contributor: stigmatizing language used among health care professionals. With guidance, health care professionals and institutions can recognize and replace their biased language to foster more inclusive communication that promotes equitable health care.

Application: The *AMA Manual of Style* outlines standardized inclusive language that health care professionals can use to address bias in their writing, as well as in their clinical practice, teaching, and research. The guide recommends using person-first language, avoiding generalizations and labeling, describing specific details, and being sensitive to the preferences of individuals or groups. The guide also provides detailed recommendations for using inclusive language regarding race/ethnicity, physical or mental condition, sex or gender, sexual orientation, age, and socioeconomic status. With these guidelines, health care providers can replace stigmatizing language to reduce implicit bias and comprehensively address disparities in health care.
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BACKGROUND

Implicit bias is the automatic activation of attitudes or stereotypes that unconsciously and unintentionally affect behaviors and decisions.¹ In health care, stigmatizing language can propagate implicit bias among health care providers and negatively affect how they care for patients.²–⁷ Although several reports recommend training programs that address implicit bias,⁸–¹¹ these programs do not consider how language used among health care providers in formal and informal settings contributes to bias. Health care providers must develop awareness of their language and learn to replace biased verbal and written language to provide equitable care for patients.
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important contributor to implicit bias: language that health care providers use to communicate among each other. These communications occur in formal settings, such as reporting, teaching, and presentations (eg, grand rounds). And they also occur in more informal settings, such as chart notes, morning rounds, and discussions between colleagues. Every communication between health care providers creates an opportunity to fuel or thwart implicit bias.

Stigmatizing language—spoken and written—can affect how health care providers view and treat patients. Goddu and colleagues found that stigmatizing language used to describe patients in medical records influenced how medical students and residents treated patients. Similarly, Kelly and Westerhoff found that stigmatizing language in vignettes led mental health professionals to make character judgments and recommend punitive measures. These studies support that language used by health care providers can propagate clinician bias and negatively affect patient care.

Some organizations host workshops that train health care professionals on stigmatizing language. Raney and colleagues reported that health care professionals who attended such a workshop planned to reflect on their language and apply what they learned to their practice. However, the participants also identified several barriers to changing stigmatizing language in health care, including cultural norms, normalization of stigmatizing language, and assumptions that colleagues or supervisors would lack interest in the topic. These barriers suggest that stigmatizing language must be addressed at both an individual and organizational level.

To tackle stigmatizing language among health care providers, individuals and organizations must take initiative to understand, recognize, and replace their biased language. For these efforts, they can seek guidance on inclusive language from the *AMA Manual of Style*. Inclusive language, by definition, avoids certain expressions or words that might exclude particular groups of people. In this way, inclusive language does not classify a person or persons to a singular identity or categorize them in a specific stereotype. Because these generalizations can propagate bias, the *AMA Manual of Style* recommends avoiding generalizations and using specific details when describing people. The guide also offers detailed recommendations for avoiding language that imparts bias against persons or groups based on race/ethnicity, physical or mental condition, sex or gender, sexual orientation, age, or socioeconomic status. These recommendations are summarized below, and examples of inclusive versus stigmatizing language in health care can be found in Table 1.

**Race and ethnicity**

Although *race* and *ethnicity* both refer to cultural constructs, the terms have different meanings. *Race* refers to a category of humankind that shares certain distinctive physical traits, whereas *ethnicity* refers to groups of people classed according to common racial, national, tribal, religious, linguistic, or cultural origin or background. These terms have some overlap, and they can have biological implications. For example, a person’s genetic heritage can influence manifestation of medical conditions. By understanding these nuances, clinicians can better diagnose, treat, and study conditions.

When reporting methods (such as in research and quality improvement initiatives), the *AMA Manual of Style* recommends explaining how people were classified regarding race, ethnicity, or both. The guide also encourages explaining who defined the designations (eg, predetermined by the researcher or clinician, self-reported by the participant) and why they were assessed. When including an “other” category, be as specific as possible and define who is in that category.
Specificity is at the core of recommendations by the *AMA Manual of Style*. When referring to persons indigenous to North America (and their descendants), the guide recommends using the term *American Indian* and specifying the nation or peoples when possible (eg, Navajo, Iroquoi). This language is more specific than the *Native American* designation that also includes Hawaiian, Samoan, Guamanian, and Alaskan natives. The guide also outlines differences between the terms *Hispanic* and *Latino*. These terms collectively refer to Spanish-speaking people (and their descendants) of Mexico, South and Central America, and the Caribbean. However, the term *Latino*, in some instances, excludes descendants of people of Mexico or the Caribbean. Similarly, rather than use the broader terms *Asian* and *Asian American*, describe Asian persons based on their country or geographic area of origin, such as Chinese, Indian, or Japanese.

The guidelines for referring to persons of color have evolved. *Multiracial* and *people of color* are sometimes used when describing the heterogeneous ethnic background of many people. But the *AMA Manual of Style* generally encourages more specific language that is sensitive to the designations that individuals or groups prefer. For example, in the United States, the term *African American* may be preferred to *Black* (although the guide suggests using *African American* only when referring to US citizens of African descent).

Also, language evolves, and preferences may change. In the summer of 2020, the *AMA Manual of Style* updated its recommendations to capitalize racial/ethnic terms, including Black and White, except when capitalization may be perceived as inappropriate. Note that these terms should be used in adjectival form (eg, Black patients, White participants) and not in noun form (eg, Blacks, Whites).

### Table 1. Examples of Inclusive Alternatives to Stigmatizing Language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stigmatizing language</th>
<th>Inclusive language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. S is an elderly COVID-19 patient that is diabetic, hypertensive, and suffering from chronic kidney failure.</td>
<td>Mr. S is a 72-year-old man with COVID-19 and a history of type II diabetes, hypertension, and chronic kidney failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The patient is a Black homosexual woman who lives in a poor community.</td>
<td>The patient is a Black woman who is lesbian and has limited income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. M is a 58-year-old addict who is disabled and confined to a wheelchair.</td>
<td>Mr. M is a 58-year-old man who uses a wheelchair for a disability and is addicted to opiates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss B is a 34-year-old breast cancer patient who suffers from seizures but is not epileptic.</td>
<td>Miss B is a 34-year-old patient with breast cancer who experiences seizures unrelated to epilepsy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The man was an Asian stroke victim with a history of alcohol abuse.</td>
<td>The man, who was Chinese, had a stroke and a history of misusing alcohol.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Diseases, disorders, or disabilities
A subtle way that bias and stereotype can surface is through labeling—or equating—people with their disabilities or diseases. For example, terms such as diabetic, schizophrenic, and epileptic lump people into a group and should be avoided. Instead, use person-first language, such as “a patient with diabetes.” However, person-first language may not always be appropriate. For example, many individuals with autism prefer identify-first language (eg, autistic) or identity-neutral language (eg, on the autism spectrum). Similar to racial/ethnic designations, consider the preferences of the individual or group being described.

Labeling can also occur in a more subtle form. For example, health care providers may describe patients using their condition in the adjectival form, such as cancer patient or AIDS patient. This phrasing can subtly (ie, unconsciously) reinforce bias and should be avoided. Instead, use patient-first language, such as “a patient with cancer.”

Other subtle forms of labeling include euphemisms and victimization. The AMA Manual of Style recommends avoiding euphemistic descriptors, such as physically challenged, special, or special needs. Instead, use terms such as physically disabled or person with a disability. The guide also recommends avoiding emotional terms that suggest victimization or helplessness, such as afflicted with or suffering from (eg, patient suffering from diabetes). Instead, simply state the condition as a diagnosis (eg, patient with diabetes).

Sex and gender
The terms sex and gender have distinct meanings. Sex refers to the biological characteristics of males, females, and intersex persons. Gender, on the other hand, is a spectrum and a cultural indicator of a person’s personal and social identity. Based on these definitions, gender should not be used when referring to males and females.

When reporting, the AMA Manual of Style recommends considering the level of specificity needed. In other words, specify sex when it is relevant. Clayton et al suggests that in research, authors should define sex or gender. They also suggest that authors describe the methods used to collect data on sex and gender, and that they note any limitations to those methods. Also, when reporting participant demographics, include both sexes in tables and the text, regardless of the ratio. If reporting gender, remember to include all genders as defined in the project.

When sex and gender are not relevant, choose sex-neutral terms that avoid bias and are appropriate for the discussion. For example, the terms physician, clinician, nurse, and scientist are sex-neutral. However, if comparing males and females (eg, female and male clinicians), then specifying sex is appropriate. The guide also advises not to attempt to change all words to sex-neutral terms. For example, changing manpower to personpower would seem unfamiliar and awkward. Instead, opt for a sex-neutral equivalent, such as workforce or workers.

Personal pronouns
Although a singular they has been used as a gender-neutral and sex-indefinite singular pronoun since the fourteenth century, the masculine word he has largely served as a generic pronoun. Over the past few years, several style books have adopted using a singular they, including the 2017 edition of the The Chicago Manual of Style and the 2019 edition of the Associated Press Stylebook. In 2020, the AMA Manual of Style aligned with these guides in supporting use of they as a singular pronoun.

The AMA Manual of Style recommends using a singular they rather than common-gender pronouns, such as s/he, shem, and shim. If the singular form of they feels awkward or unclear, consider rewording the phrase to use pronouns that are not sex- or gender-specific. For example, “the clinician and their patient” could be replaced with “the clinician and patient.” The guide also recommends avoiding sex-specific pronouns unless they are relevant, such as when discussing a patient who self-identifies as he or she.

Sexual orientation
The AMA Manual of Style states that sexual orientation should be indicated only when scientifically relevant. The guide also discourages using sexual preference, because the term implies a voluntary choice of sexual orientation, which is not supported by scientific literature. In some cases, health care providers may need to include more specific sexual behaviors, such as men who have sex with men. These details should only be included when relevant.
The manual also offers guidance on referring to specific groups. For example, the terms **lesbians** and **gay men** are preferred over **homosexuals**, and using **gay or gays** as a noun is discouraged. Interestingly, the **AMA Manual of Style** supports using **heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual, asexual, and intersexual** as adjectives (eg, **asexual men**). However, this adjectival form could be considered labeling and should be used only when appropriate, such as when preferred by the individual or group.

When discussing couples, the guide encourages using the terms **spouse, companion, partner, or life partner**. Health care providers may also use **same-sex couple and same-sex marriage**.

**Age**

Regarding aging, the **AMA Manual of Style** recommends avoiding terms that imply a stereotype, such as **seniors, elderly, the aged, and aging dependents**. Instead, use terms such as **older adults, older patients, older individuals, persons 65 years and older, or the older population**. Because **older** is a vague term, the guide recommends using **older** only to describe people who are 65 years and older. In studies involving humans, researchers should always state specific ages (eg, “older patients aged 65 to 75 years” or “children 18 years and younger”).

**Socioeconomic status**

The guidance around socioeconomic status mainly focuses on avoiding labeling. The **AMA Manual of Style** discourages terms such as **the poor or the unemployed**. Instead, the guide encourages alternative terms, such as **low income, no income, limited income, and resource limited**.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Addressing inclusive language—written and verbal—used among health care providers in formal and informal settings can be a challenging endeavor. And this challenge is compounded by the constant evolution of language and society as designations and preferences change. But with a combination of mindfulness, medical education, continuing education, and mentorship,2,7,17,29 health care providers can use inclusive language in all aspects of their career—writing, clinical practice, teaching, and research—to comprehensively address implicit bias and disparities in health care.
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